Alzina Mouton-Moore’s Newly Released “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man” is a Powerful, Straight-talking Sermon to the Weak Man

“The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man” from Christian Faith Publishing author Alzina Mouton-Moore is a small but potent volume of hard-hitting truths that take the reader back to Genesis and thereafter to understand the mentality of both the abusers and the abused and usher both into the hope of a new life transformed in Christ.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man”: an inspiring restoration of God’s people. “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man” is the creation of published author Alzina Mouton-Moore, a minister for men and women who has seen many broken lives changed over the course of her ministry.

Mouton-Moore says of the book’s conception, “In the late 1980s I started ministering at different men’s jails and prisons in California. This particular time as I was getting ready to go to my assigned pod, there were deputies bringing in men shackled by their hands and feet; one of the men looked at me and said, ‘We need prayer too.’ I always wanted to go into the pod where the gangs were, but they never allowed me. My heart would cry for them because they would allow gang members to be in the same cells and you could actually feel the tension.

"I ministered at Chuckwalla and Ironwood Prison in Blyte, California; Donovan Prison, which is in San Diego, California. The talent and gifts that were in the jails and prisons blew my mind because all these gifts and talents was locked up.

"The Devils Wimp was birthed in 1989, and the Lord blessed me to preach it in the prisons and jails."

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Alzina Mouton-Moore’s new book is an empowering reminder that those called to God are also called to break free from their chains and take on the likeness of Christ.

Mouton-Moore invites the reader to a life-transforming experience lurking beneath the timeless truths of God’s word.

View a synopsis of “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “The Devils Wimp Was Gods Man”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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